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Company: NRL Recruitment

Location: Buckabank

Category: architecture-and-engineering

The position of Yardman/labourer is to support Terminal operations by carrying minor

maintenance, Inspections, routine checks, pressure washing, painting, tank and tank farm

cleaning and seasonal grass & hedge cutting including weed killing. 

Further duties to aid the safety & smooth running on site may include mechanical and

operational activities where required mainly to support the existing routine maintenance

and works of non-routine nature.

The applicant should be highly motivated, self-starter, drives improvement, very reliable and

keen to learn as well as have safety as a priority mind set

Working week days the scope extends to all minor maintenance of the site ensuring

improvements of existing facilities year on year.

Safety of the site is the top priority and all aspects listed within the Job purpose defines

the majority of the scope however not limited to and emerging aspects likely to require

flexibility.

Quslifications - Knowledge and skills required for the position

Team player with ability to adapt to challenges

Basic mechanical awareness

Experience with basic plant checks and fault identification

Knowledge of site safety and safe working practices
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Experience working with pressure washers and plant

Awareness of Hazardous environments and safety aspects of working within

Awareness of Emergency actions and response

Drive improvements within own area

High standard of application of duties

Local applicants to the Carlisle area only please

The NRL Group connect global engineering companies with the right people to bring their

projects to life. Supporting contracting companies with their energy transition plans and

working with our clients to build a cleaner, greener future.

We welcome applications from every walk of life and are committed to driving diversity within

the industries we support, as a certified Inclusive Recruiter and armed forces friendly

employer. We’re committed to making online job searches safe, you can find out more by

searching for JobsAware.
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